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Abstract. We present a technique for achieving tracked vertical parallax for multiple users using a variety of
autostereoscopic projector array setups, including front- and rear-projection and curved display surfaces. This
hybrid parallax approach allows for immediate horizontal parallax as viewers move left and right and tracked
parallax as they move up and down, allowing cues such as three-dimensional (3-D) perspective and eye contact
to be conveyed faithfully. We use a low-cost RGB-depth sensor to simultaneously track multiple viewer head
positions in 3-D space, and we interactively update the imagery sent to the array so that imagery directed to each
viewer appears from a consistent and correct vertical perspective. Unlike previous work, we do not assume that
the imagery sent to each projector in the array is rendered from a single vertical perspective. This lets us apply
hybrid parallax to displays where a single projector forms parts of multiple viewers' imagery. Thus, each indi
vidual projected image is rendered with multiple centers of projection, and might show an object from above on
the left and from below on the right. We demonstrate this technique using a dense horizontal array of pico-pro
jectors aimed into an anisotropic vertical diffusion screen, yielding 1.5 deg angular resolution over 11 O deg field
of view. To create a seamless viewing experience for multiple viewers, we smoothly interpolate the set of viewer
heights and distances on a per-vertex basis across the array's field of view, reducing image distortion, cross talk,
and artifacts from tracking errors. c 2014 SPIE and IS& T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEl.23.1.011005]
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1 Introduction
Autostereoscopic displays hold the promise of seamless
three-dimensional (3-D) imagery that can be seen from any
viewpoint without the need for special 3-D glasses. The fun
damental obstacle is finding new ways to redirect pixels in
different angular directions in order to be seen by multiple
viewers. Unfortunately, full-motion parallax comes at a high
cost as the total pixel count needed by a display is directly
proportional to the number of viewers. Traditionally, a 3-D
display with 10 horizontal views requires 10 times the num
ber of pixels as a similar two-dimensional (2-D) display, but
a display with 10 horizontal and vertical views requires 100
times the pixels. As a result, most autostereoscopic displays
are limited to horizontal parallax only (HPO), where the
image does not change as the height of the viewer changes.
1bis is a reasonable tradeoff as human movement is domi
nated by horizontal motion. Yet, it is still desirable to handle
multiple users with varying physical heights, and occasional
changes in vertical parallax as users approach the display,
jump, or crouch.
Projector arrays are well suited for 3-D displays because
of their ability to generate dense and steerable arrangements
of pixels. As video projectors continue to shrink in size,
power consumption, and cost, it is now possible to closely
stack projectors so that their lenses are almost continuous.
We present a new HPO display utilizing a single dense row
of projectors. A vertically anisotropic screen turns the glow
of each lens into a vertical stripe while preserving horizontal

angular variation. The viewer's eye perceives several vertical
stripes from multiple projectors that combine to form a seam
less 3-D image. Rendering to such a display requires the gen
eration of multiple center of projection (MCOP) imagery, as
different projector pixels diverge to different viewer posi
tions. Previously, Jones et al. 1,2 proposed an MCOP render
ing solution in the context of high-speed video projected
onto a spinning anisotropic mirror. A front-mounted projec
tor array may be seen as an unfolded spinning mirror display
where each high-speed frame corresponds to a different
discrete projector position. In this paper, we extend this
framework for use with both front- and rear-projection 3D projector arrays.
As every viewer around an HPO display perceives a dif
ferent 3-D image, it is possible to customize each view with a
different vertical perspective. Such a setup has the unique
advantage that every viewer can have a unique height while
experiencing instantaneous horizontal parallax. The problem
is to create a continuous estimate of viewer height and dis
tance for all potential viewing angles given only a sparse set
of tracked viewer positions. This estimate must provide con
sistent vertical perspective to both tracked and untracked
viewers. The set of viewers is dynamic, and it is possible
that the tracker will miss a viewer particularly as viewers
enter or leave the viewing volume. Previous techniques for
rendering MCOP images for autostereoscopic displays 1,2
assume a constant viewer height and distance for each pro
jector frame. In practice, this limitation can result in visible
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Vldao 1 Video comparison of Imagery dlaplayed on front and rear
projection anisotropic screens (ASV, 79 KB) [URI: http://dx.doi.org/
10.1117/1.JEl.23.1.011005.1].

Vldao 2 Video shows the placement of a narrow holographic diffuser
ID fill gaps between projectors (MOV, 2.52 MB) (URI: http://dx.doi.org/
10.111711 .JEl.23.1.011005.2].

the angle between projecto.rs lens., though in practice., we are
limited to COIIIIIlerei.aly available scattering profiles which
typically come in I -deg incremenbi.
For rear-projection setups, we use a horizontally aligned
lenticular sheet layered with an anisotropic holographic dif
fuser with a horizont.al 2-deg and vertical 60-deg scattering
profile (see Fig. 3 and Video 1 at 0:14). Alternatively for
front-projection., we retlect off a fine lenticular screen behlnd
the holographic diffuser (see Fig. 1 and Video 1 at 0:20).
The lenticular screen is painted matte black on the reverse
flat side to .reduce ambient light and improve black levels.
As the light passes twice through the diffuser, only 1 deg
of additional horizontal diffusion is required. All our screen
components are currently available off-the-shelf. The

holographic diffusers are from Luiminit Co, (Tommce,
California). The lenticular mat.eria1 is a 60 lpi 3-060 plastic
screen from Mi.crolens Tuchnology, (Indian 'lrail, North
Carolina), We also explored other anisotropic screen materi
als. For example, finely brushed aluminum or steel can
be highly anisotropic with similar vertical and horizontal
scattering suitable for a refleclive front-projection screen.2
Brushed metal is widely available and inexpensive. How
ever, in an experimental comparison, we found that brushed
metal generally produces a lower contrast ratio than a front
smface lenticular reflection.
The amount of horirontal holographic diffusion also
influences the pen:eived resolution of the display. It is pref
erable to stack projectors as closely as possible to increase
the horizont.al spatial and angular resolutions. The image
seen by each viewer is composed of vertical stripes from
multiple projectors. Smalltt gaps between stripes mean
higher horimntal spatial resolution. As the amount horizon
tal diffusion increases, the gaps are filled with blurred pixel
information from adjacent angular rays. This effectively
increases the horizontal resolution at the expense of angular
resolution.
We drive our projector may using a single staadard
Windows computer with no special memory or CPU. The
only requirement is that the motherboard can accommodate
four graphics cards. We use four ATI Eycfinity graphics
cards with a total of 24 video outputs. The CPU is primarily
used for user-tracking; all other operations are perlormed on
the GPU. The animations shown in the video used around
5000 triangles and ran at 100 to 200 fps on an ATI
Eye:finity 7800. To achieve maximum performance, render
ing is distributed across all four graphics cards. As not all
graphics libraries provide this low level control, we explicitly
create a different application and render context per GPU,
with the different instances synchronized through shared
memory. The main bottlcneck is fronbiide bus dat.a transfer
as textures and geomelry need to be uploaded to all GPUs.
We then split each video signal using 24 Mattox
Tri.pleHeadToOo video splitten;, each of which supports
three HDMI outpubi. This allows for a maximum of 72
tiled video signals. We use DisplayFusion desktop manager
softwme to handle the m.ultimonitor setup.
To track viewer positions, a Microsoft Kinect camera is
mounted directly above the screen. The depth camera is ideal
as it provides both viewer height and distance. The Kinect
device does have some built-in latency around 100 ms. To
get a more robust position, we track both the body's center
of mass and facial features with Kinect API. We implement

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3 (a) Photograph of our rear-mounted projec1Dr array setup. (b) Photograph of the callbratlon setup
for front-mounted projector array. To compute 181aliv9 proieclor alignment, we sequentially correspond a
vlrtual AR marker generated by each proJector wl1h a printed AR marker.
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